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PURPOSE

Liz Keim chose a subset of the original set of short films that ran during winter to show in Mind
Theatre in its second incarnation.  These films were selected for several reasons:  (1) Liz
wanted to reduce the total run time from about 45 minutes to approximately 20 minutes.  The
prior evaluation indicated that no one stayed to watch all the films in the original set.  (2) Liz
chose to not show First Friends, which ran for 22 minutes.  We had found that no one stayed to
the end of First Friends.  (3) Finally, Liz wanted to try to create a certain mood instead of a
variety of feelings and, as a first step, selected films that would evoke positive, pleasurable
emotions.  Future iterations would try to elicit other types of feelings including more challenging,
even disturbing emotions.  See Table 1 for the films included in this evaluation study.

Table 1.  Films shown in Theatre of the Mind (April).  The items crossed out are films that were shown
in winter but were not included in April for this evaluation.

Film Run Time

Candid Camera: Teachers' Pet 0:02:29

First Friends 0:22:04

Candid Camera: Influence Tactics For
Sharing Ice Cream

0:06:24

Sour Death Balls 0:04:26

Your Face 0:03:25

Babes In Mirror 0:01:55

This Is The Last Carousel Ride I'll Ever Take 0:03:01

Candid Camera: Monkey On Her Head 0:02:48

Animated Film 0:01:46

Papillon D'amour 0:03:41

The physical theatre remained the same.  A translucent plastic curtain still separated the theatre
from the rest of the Mind collection, and a sign outside described the now 5 films running inside.
See Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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This evaluation looks at
• What expectations, if any, did visitors have when they first entered the space?   We were

especially curious about how visitors came to have these expectations, especially because
the next set of films Liz planned to show may be more provocative and possibly disturbing.
We, therefore, wanted to assess our current method of informing the public of what they
might see on the other side of the plastic curtains.

• What did visitors do in the theatre?  How does the holding time compare to the holding time
in winter when we showed all 10 films?

• How did the films make visitors feel?  More specifically, did these ‘pleasant’ films evoke
positive emotions?

• What did visitors think about during the films?  Did they discover anything about themselves
or the world?

• Why did visitors decide to leave the theatre?  Was it because of intrinsic or extrinsic
reasons?

Figure 1.  Theatre of the Mind
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Figure 2.  Sign describing films

METHOD

• An evaluator sat inside the theatre and watched every third person who entered the theatre
who was 8-years old or older.  She observed only one person at a time and noted the
individual’s age group and gender and the type of group s/he came with.  The evaluator also
noted how long the visitor stayed, anything s/he said and other reactions (e.g. laughing,
teasing).

• When the visitor left the theatre, the evaluator followed the visitor outside and asked him/
her for a short interview.  The interview questions are in Appendix A.
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DATA COLLECTED

• We collected data on two days

Date Day N

4/12/06 Wednesday1 12

4/16/06 Sunday 9

• Observations and Interviews

− N = 21

Age Group
Count

(out of 21)
Gender

Count
(out of 21)

Child 0 Female 12

Teen 3 Male 9

Adult 18

Group Type
Count

(out of 21)

Child - individual 0

Teen - individual 1

Adult - individual 1

Multi-generational 14

Peer - child 0

Peer - adult 5

RESULTS

Visitors’ expectations when they first entered the space

• All but 3 visitors expected to watch a film or film(s) in the theatre.  Of the three people who
did not think they would see a film, two had no expectations about what they would find.
And, one person entered the theatre to ‘escape’ from the rest of the Exploratorium.

• Some visitors expected to see a certain type of film:

− Short films (3 out of 19 responses)

− Films about the mind (3 out of 19 responses).   For example, visitors expected

Visitor9: ... how our mind works or how we react to images of others.

Visitor19: I thought I’d see more differences with what the eyes could see - I thought it would be
more like Ripley’s Believe It or Not, more optical illusions.

                                                  
1 During Spring Break.
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− A comedy (2 out of 19 responses)

− Films about faces  (2 out of 19 responses)

− A film about science and art (1 out of 19 responses)

− Educational film (1 out of 19 responses)

• Furthermore, we found that visitors had these expectations for various reasons:

− Some visitors read the sign outside the theatre (4 out of 19 responses)

− They thought they would find similar material inside the theatre as there was outside the
theatre, in the Mind Section or in the larger Exploratorium (4 out of 19 responses).  For
example,

Visitor2: I thought it would be an educational movie …, just that the museum is educational.

Visitor19: Something with faces…. Because of the faces in the exhibits on either side of the
theater.

Visitor8: Something to do with science or art [because of] Just the stuff before it, you know.

− Some visitors looked through the plastic before entering (3 out of 19)

− Some people had no expectations.  They were simply called over by someone else or
followed their children into the theatre (3 out of 19 responses)

What visitors did in the theatre

• On average, visitors stayed 3:29 (median), with one individual staying as long as 18:27,
watching all five films, and one staying for only 13 seconds.  See Figure 3.    There is a
significant difference between holding time for the current set of films compared to the
original set shown in winter.  Visitors staying longer with the current films; t (60) = -2.250, p =
.028 < .05.2  Previously, visitors stayed 39 seconds (median).

                                                  
2 The t-test was performed on the ln-transform of the holding time data, which passed the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for normality.
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Figure 3.  Histogram of holding time (in minutes)
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• Table 2 shows the films visitors watched.  No film ‘lost’ people.  In fact, visitors were more
likely to stay to the end of the film, especially for the shorter films that ran under 4 minutes.

Table 2.  Films visitors watched

Film Run
Time

Watched to
film’s end

Left before
film’s end

Total

Candid Camera: Influence
Tactics For Sharing Ice Cream

0:06:21 5 (56%) 4 (54%) 9

Sour Death Balls 0:04:28 5 (50%) 5 (50%) 10

Your Face 0:03:21 7 (88%) 1 (12%) 8

Babes In Mirror 0:01:51 6 (86%) 1 (14%) 7

Animated Film 0:01:52 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 6

• On average, visitors stayed for only one film (median).  See Table 3.
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Table 3.  Number of Films Visitors Watched
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• In addition to watching the films, visitors also reported that they:

− Laughed (4/19)

− Watched other visitors’ reactions to the films (2/19)

− Sat to rest (1/19)

Although we tried to look for contagious laughter, we quickly realized we could not tell when
people were laughing because other people had started to laugh.

How the films made visitors feel

• We asked visitors to describe how the film(s) they watched made them feel.  These were
some of the words they used, which we categorized according to negative or positive affect.

− Negative (2/19)

Bored (2)

− Positive (14/19)

Funny and Laughing (7) Joy (1)

Happy (5) Nostalgic (1)

Light (2) Pleasantly surprised (1)

Amusing (1) Relax (1)

Cute (1) Stimulating (1)

Good (1)
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− Neutral (1/19)

Visitor10: Like I was eating something sour.

− No affect (3/19)

The films had a positive effect on most visitors to Theatre of the Mind.

• We then showed visitors pre-selected words and asked them to tell us if each word was a
good description or a bad description of how the film made them feel, or if the word was
simply not applicable.  Figure 4 shows the tally of visitors who felt that that word was a good
description of the emotions the films evoked from them.  A majority of visitors thought that
their experiences were cheerful and restful/peaceful.  (On the emotion circumplex, the
experience would fall in the positive valence and low arousal quadrant.)

Figure 4. How the film(s) made visitors feel
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What visitors thought about in Theatre of the Mind

• Visitors thought about the following while they were inside the theatre:

− Other people’s behavior (5 out of 19 responses).  For example,

Visitor4: My own kids and mirrors when they were little.  Also how mirrors make you react.
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Visitor7: F: I was thinking it was difficult to understand the children.  M: It was interesting that
young kids had such a range of techniques for persuasion - and adopted the different
approaches so quickly.

Visitor19: F: If I would have shared it (the ice cream) or not.  M: How I would have behaved when
I was young.  M: Also, how I’d look with a sourball.  F: I thought we’d get something sour later
on.

− Prior Experiences (4 out of 19 responses).  For example

Visitor10: Sour bubble gums from when I was a kid.

Visitor14: It was a nostalgic trip - I remember Candid Camera from growing up.  It reminded me
of the 7up Series - especially that Candid Camera from the 60s with the ice cream.

− Why the Exploratorium was showing these films (4 out of 19 responses)

− The taste sensation (3 out of 19 responses).  For example,

Visitor15: During the sour one, my mouth was watering.  They were funny.

− Nothing (2 out of 19 responses)

− Other parts of the museum they’d rather see (1 out of 19 responses)

• We also asked people if they discovered anything new about themselves or about the world
in watching these films.

− A large majority (17/19) of the visitors we interviewed reported that they did not find out
anything new about themselves.  The two others talked about how they’ve changed
since they were children:

Visitor9: Things that I used to like are different now.  I react to animations like that differently
as an adult than I did as a child.  When I was a kid, I would have just "eeww" or laugh like the
kids today, but now I see a lot more in it.  We look at someone’s face to get meaning - so when
a FACE is disfigured, it’s more powerful than, say, an arm.

Visitor21: The sharing film - I can see how I did that when I was a child.

− On the other hand, close to half the (10/19) visitors reported that the films helped them
discovered something new about the world.3  Many of these comments were about
human behavior.  Taken with the previous observations, these data seem to indicate that
visitors did not connect what they discovered about human nature in general with
themselves in particular.

Visitor4: well, maybe that a mirror reflects the world.

Visitor7: F: Just how young they were - using persuasive techniques you wouldn’t think that they’d do
all that.
M: Kids behave differently without adults watching - this was on hidden camera.

Visitor8: It’s complicated.

Visitor9: More just about humans.  People’s everyday experiences are pretty routine, and the gumballs
got ordinary people to have extraordinary reactions.

                                                  
3 This is a significant difference with more people reporting that they discovered something about the
world than about themselves while watching the film(s).  Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .03 < .05.
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Visitor10: People have similar gestures and facial expressions.

Visitor13: Young, old, all races, all have the same facial expressions - I guess the Sour Death Balls
treat everyone the same.  (Smiles)

Visitor14: The social commentary in the animated one from the 40s.  [Tell me more?] There was Good
vs. Evil, and 2 of the 3 objects allied, seemed to help each other.

Visitor15: That little girl - she wouldn’t share hers even after she ate his.

Visitor19: The children don’t have any problems but the ice cream.  The complex world, with cultural
issues, race, violence, doesn’t bother them yet.  It was like seeing pure childhood.

Visitor20: It’s a women’s world. [Referring to Influence Tactics For Sharing Ice Cream]

Why visitors decided to leave the theatre

• We looked to see if visitors left the theatre due to intrinsic or extrinsic reasons:

− Intrinsic (15/19) reasons includes growing bored with the film(s), having ‘had enough’ of
watching films, or simply thinking that the film was over.

− Extrinsic (4/19) reasons includes needing to leave to attend other events.

Compared to the films that ran in winter, we found that more visitors were leaving for
intrinsic reasons now with the smaller number of films.  However, the difference was not
significant; Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .096 > .05.

SUMMARY

This evaluation found:
• Most visitors who entered the theatre expected to watch a film or film(s).  In addition, some

people had preconceptions of the type of film(s) they might see, ranging from educational
films, to comedies, to films about the mind, about faces, and about art and science.   Their
expectations were shaped in a variety of ways: (1) reading the sign outside, (2) considering
the surrounding context including the exhibits around the theatre, and (3) peeking through
the plastic curtain.  Some people, however, had no idea what to expect and simply followed
another member of their party into the theatre.  We note that only 4/19 visitors looked at the
sign before entering the theatre.  This suggests that the sign is not effective in
communicating the films shown inside the Theatre of the Mind, for the majority of our
visitors.  As we consider showing more provocative films in this theatre, we need to identify
other ways of informing visitors of the sensitive content visitors might see.

• Whereas visitors stayed on average 39 seconds in the winter when 10 films were playing,
visitors now stayed on average 3:29.  This is a significant difference.   Furthermore, we
found that especially for the shorter films, visitors were staying until the film ended, though
on average visitors still stayed for only one film.  These data suggest that more people were
now staying to the end of the first film they came in on instead of leaving in the middle of
their first film.

• The films in this selection were chosen to evoke positive emotions.  And, most visitors did
report feeling ‘cheerful’ and ‘restful / peaceful’.
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• Some people thought about other people’s behavior, about their prior experiences, and
about the sensation of taste while they were watching the films.  About half said they found
out something new about the world (in most cases regarding human behavior), but very few
(2/19) thought they discovered anything new about themselves.  This suggests that few
people connected their realization about human behavior to their own behavior.

• We found that over three quarters of the visitors left the theatre for intrinsic reasons; that is,
they felt that they had gotten what they could from the experience.

These findings suggest that the set of 5 films were successful in making people feel happy and
played well (i.e. people stayed longer, watched to the end of a film) in the context of a theatre on
our museum floor.  These films, however, did not seem to promote self-reflection.

In the next evaluation, we will be looking at using the Theatre of the Mind to evoke other, darker
feelings, which may encourage more people to reflect on themselves but may also introduce a
new set of issues in providing a safe and appropriate experience for visitors to our museum.
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APPENDIX A

Questions

Shuffle CARDS before each interview

1. What did you expect to find when you first entered that area?  Anything, in particular?

a. Why did you think that? Was there anything in particular that you saw or heard that
made you think you would find that behind the plastic curtains?

2. Can you tell me what you did in that area?   [Probe: What did you watch?]

3. Can you remember?   What did you think about while you were in there? Anything in
particular? [Check for when: So, was that while you were in there or since coming out?]

4. Did you discover anything that was new or surprising to you?  [Check to see when: So, this
is while you were in there, watching the film?]

a. Did you discover anything in particular about you yourself?  What?

b. Did you discover anything in particular about the world we live in?  What?

5. How did what you experienced in there make you feel? What words would you use to
describe the emotions you felt?

6. I’d like to show you some words that other people have used to describe how what they saw
in there made them feel.  Will you tell me if you feel that the word is a good description of
your experience, a bad description of your experience, or if you don’t feel it’s either a good
or a bad description.

Word Good Bad Neither

Angry

Bored

Cheerful

Confused

Contemplative

Disgusted

Excited

Peaceful
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Word Good Bad Neither

Relaxed

Sad

Scared

Surprised

Upset

7. Will you mark on this piece of paper, how you felt when you were in that space? [Give them
SAM]4

8. Just one last thing:  Why did you decide to leave when you did?  Any particular reason?

                                                  
4 This question was dropped to shorten the interview.


